Suggested Topics for Discussion

1. In the opening chapter, the revelation of Sam’s affair radically shifts the way Sarah views her husband, their marriage, and her plans for the future. After traveling to Scotland with Aunt Edna, have Sarah’s feelings concerning the affair changed? Will she leave Sam, or will they work through their marital problems?


3. Sarah’s parents, Aunt Edna, and James all provide Sarah with advice about her marriage. All three seem to suggest that Sarah should give Sam another chance, or at least give him an opportunity to explain his actions. What do you think about their opinions? Does Sarah take them to heart?

4. In Plockton, Aunt Edna puts her fingers in her mouth and sucks them clean of her mother’s remaining ashes after she scatters them. What do you make of this action? What does it mean?

5. What do you think Aunt Edna is trying to say when she compares Bean Highe, the washerwoman, to Sarah?

6. Did your opinion of Aunt Edna change after she revealed how her mother died? Why or why not?

7. When Sarah goes to Jonathan’s house to talk about Aunt Edna, her cancer, and the future of all her paintings, she asks Jonathan to draw her. Why? Does she have anything to feel ashamed about?
8. Do you agree with Aunt Edna’s belief that it was right to hide her pancreatic cancer and the true nature of her mother’s death from James until after their wedding?

9. Do you think Sarah’s actions were justified when she did what Aunt Edna asked? What do you think motivated her decision to follow Aunt Edna’s instructions?